“What do Sun Tzu, Bruce Lee, Donald Trump, and NLP have in common?”

Money, Power, Fame, Love
How to Tap Into the World’s 65 Most Powerful Success Keys
to Get Everything You Want in Life
Wire these Mastery Keys right into your brain, body and neurology and watch yourself
effortlessly achieve what most mere mortals only dream about. These Keys are the
culmination of East meets West Success Philosophy for achieving Money,
Power, Fame and Love.
Dear <Name>,
If you are on my list I’m willing to bet you have an unquenchable desire for success.
You may have already had some successes and hunger for more, or you may be at the beginning of your
quest. But one thing is for sure:
All successful men relied on models and mentors to help them along their way.
Make no mistake about it. Never has there been a time like this for unlimited opportunity.
Why?
As you already know, we live in a time of great flux. Change is everywhere: changing economic
conditions, political changes, technology advances, and emerging world markets. And it goes on.
There will be the usual shake-outs in the corporate world, and many will fail to grasp the necessary
information to survive.
What does this mean to you?
Change means opportunity. Yet, if a man is unprepared, he is incapable of grabbing the staggering
opportunities before him.
From ancient times to the present, the most successful men of the world tapped into techniques and
strategies that propelled them to boundless wealth, fame, or happiness. Yet searching for these on your own
and reading them all would take a tremendous amount of time. And you could spend a small fortune buying
all the books or CDs to get them all.
Now you can save yourself many hours of searching and a small fortune. Receive 65 of the world’s most
powerful Mastery Keys for success all on one DVD. I spent years researching, applying and boiling these
concepts down into easy to understand, easy to apply principles. They are drawn from the ancient wisdom
of Asia all the way to mind boggling success techniques and strategies of modern psychological disciplines
such as NLP, neuro-linguistic programming.
These Mastery Keys are the ultimate in East meets West success philosophy!
Honed to meet the demands of today’s fast paced world, they master wealth building, human relations
(personal and business), talent development, motivation, and more.

Each Mastery Key has the ability to cause near instant, core changes in the fabric of your life, yielding
social, psychological and financial benefits. Here is just a small sample of what you’ll learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Master Key to Success (not applying this one simple key is why most men fail to achieve
business or personal success)
How to Isolate and Destroy Psychological Blockages That Drain Your Energy Level and Rob
You of Success
Operate Effortlessly and Magnetize Positive Events That Will Come to You Seemingly “Out of
the Blue” (Or, “How to Create Your Own Luck!”)
3 Keys to Communication You Can Use to Enhance Any Relationship, Business or Personal
A Vital Key That Unlocks the Secret of Supply and Demand in Your Business Dealings
How to Achieve and Maintain a Dynamic Lifestyle No Matter What Your Circumstances
Now
Two of the Most Powerful Keys Known to Finding, Developing, and Showcasing Your Strongest
Talent
A Special Key to Acquire and Hold the Successful “Mindset” Used By the Wealthy
Anchoring the 2 Most Important Success Emotions
How to Develop an “Iron Will” From the Greatest of Martial Arts Practitioners Like Bruce
Lee
The Single Key That Builds Heightened Awareness in Your Daily Life So You Can Seize
Lucrative Opportunities and Derail Problems Before They Worsen
How to Shield Yourself from the Effects of Pressure and Stress

And that’s truly the best part of the Mastery Keys. They ignite that fire in you that explodes your potential
to giant proportions.
The most successful men of any period of time discovered and internalized incredibly potent Mastery Keys
that propelled them to achieving their goals. Why aren’t most men successful? They haven’t discovered
these keys, or they haven’t internalized the keys to make them effective in their lives.
These Mastery Keys span a period of 3,000 years. I gleaned them from martial arts disciplines, ancient
warrior wisdom, modern business strategies, and modern psychological discoveries like NLP. One such
powerful key is developing an “iron will.” Bruce Lee discovered and used this technique to make himself a
phenomenal master in martial arts, and he used it to make a fortune in Hollywood. He also used another
Mastery Key called the “water” technique.
Who do all the top U.S. generals read? It’s the war strategies of Sun Tzu as outlined in his Art of War. I
modernized Tzu’s strategies make them powerful keys in winning in everyday life. It’s only a matter of
using them. I customized Tzu’s best strategies for the business world in the Mastery Keys.
The Mastery Keys contain powerful, modern techniques of business masters like Donald Trump and the
effective communications strategies of NLP.
The Mastery Keys enable anyone to gain everything they want in life. That’s why the DVD is titled
MASTERY KEYS: How To Get Everything You Want! This may seem like an impossible dream, but
the Mastery Keys are more than about getting rich. They penetrate every level of your life. Becoming rich
is not itself an easy goal to reach unless you address other success traits in your life.
People often fail not because they lack knowledge or talent, but because of their weak relations with
people, personal and business. Break through this problem with the communication Mastery Keys.
These keys improve your awareness of other people’s needs and motives. You’ll be grabbing dozens of
lucrative opportunities because you know how to deal with other people. What happens when use these

keys? You will attract the right people for the field you are in. You’ll be surprised at the new contacts you
make.

Don’t Make This Success Destroying Mistake
Imagine this: A man on a Caribbean cruise is given a million dollars in a brief case – no strings attached.
He can use this small fortune to make his life better in any way he sees fit. After a few minutes of standing
at the railing and contemplating what to do, the man suddenly throws the brief case along with the million
dollars overboard.
What would you think of this man? That he’s crazy? Completely gone off the deep end? Of course, this
story never happened, in a literal sense, yet 9,999 out of 10,000 Americans never develop the million
dollars worth of talent they have. It’s like throwing money into the sea.
The Mastery Keys contain a powerful way to identify your talent, strengthen it, develop it, and equip you
with the “iron will” of a master like Bruce Lee. If you’ve been floundering and don’t know why, the keys
will open doors for you. They will internalize the success lifestyle.

What’s Different About This Success Approach?
You may ask, “How is this going to help me?” I’ve read other success books and own plenty of CDs and
DVDs.
One of the greatest favors you can do for yourself: Stop reading. Yes, stop reading.
You won’t really be successful until you stop reading and start acting. That’s what the master keys are
designed to do and that’s the difference. MASTERY KEYS: How To Get Everything You Want propels
you into action.
When you use these, you will be acting. Action is a key to success. The keys are all condensed into an easy
to understand easy to use format. The focus becomes you, not a book. Once you use the keys they will
become internalized. They will become a natural part of YOU!
Some may think attaining success is a lot of hard work. That’s the good thing about the Mastery Keys. You
can work on 2 or 3 at a time. Once they become internalized, you use them effortlessly. Then you can work
on other keys you think can help you.

With the Mastery Keys You Will…












Unlock hidden talents, unleash mind powers you never knew you had
Develop an “iron will” like Bruce Lee and other masters
Acquire riches by making your talent or skill accessible to thousands in the market place
Shatter personal limitations
Tap into energy levels that let you operate effortlessly
Use your voice to dominate any person or situation
Blow away mistakes and negative programming
How to shut down opponents and gain total security
Gain a deeper understanding of what you have to offer the world and how to do it
Develop a deep satisfaction with your life because you will achieve your potential
Acquire a magnetic, leadership personality

Get Off Your Butt: Take Action Now

Let’s be brutal here. There are 3 reasons men fail despite golden opportunities everywhere. They don’t
have knowledge, they haven’t internalized knowledge, or they’re dreamers.
Having The 65 Mastery Keys: How To Get Everything You Want gives you the most powerful weapons
you can have for today’s environment. Here’s where you will stand with the 65 most powerful success
keys:
First, you will have knowledge of the 65 keys customized to meet today’s social and economic conditions.
Your life changes when you have the knowledge of a Sun Tzu or Donald Trump or the “iron will” of a
Bruce Lee. And you won’t have to spend years finding these keys.
Second, you will easily internalize the keys you need. The 65 Mastery Keys: How To Get Everything You
is about internalizing the keys. The easy to use format helps you to work on those keys that benefit you the
most. Knowing about the keys does no good unless the keys become internalized. This is not hard in itself,
but you have to know how.
Third, you won’t be dreaming. You will be taking action to internalize the keys. Once the keys are
internalized, you use them without thinking - effortlessly. Some may think attaining success is a lot of hard
work. That’s the good thing about the mastery keys. You can work on 2 or 3 at a time. Then you can work
on other keys you think can help you. It’s really easier than what most people think.
The 65 Mastery Keys are designed to take away all excuses. Excuses like I’m too old or I’m too young. I
don’t know what my talent is or how to develop it. I don’t have the time. It’s not a good market for my
talent.
They separate the Dreamers from the Doers…The most powerful step you can take now is: Action!
You can either get everything you want in life or put it off until you become another year older and in an
even deeper rut.
Order the MASTERY KEYS: How To Get Everything You Want. My guarantee is that you will see a
change in your life if you use them. Take 6 months to try it out. If you are not 100% happy with the DVD, I
will return you money, no questions asked.
Order Now by <>. Act now and be one of the first 150 to receive my special report: “Internalizing the
Mastery Keys For Instant Success.” This report will jump start you with a great plan and an easy way to
internalize these keys. If you’re really serious about changing your life and taking action this is the report to
have.
Any mastery key could be the one that unlocks the door of success for you. One key by itself could be
worth 10,000 times the value of the DVD. That’s almost $1,000,000. And it’s only the beginning of the
talent you have locked inside you.
Sincerely,
<Name>
P.S. Never has a time existed like now with more millionaires and successful people being created in a
short amount of time. Accessing the 65 Mastery Keys and internalizing them will arm you with all the tools
you need to take that final step in getting everything you want in life. I’ve made these success keys easy to
use. It truly doesn’t matter what business you are in or what talent or skill you possess. My last project
brought in $137, 777 in a few weeks and I only worked on it part time for about a month. Order by
<Date> and receive your special report.

